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Welcome,
Beautiful Soul...
My name is Kate Mantello and I am the proud
founder and CEO of Evolve Healing Institute and
Crystal & Co, and the author of the groundbreaking book ‘Rock On – The Crystal Healing
Handbook for Spiritual Rebels’....

I started Evolve because I was disillusioned with the global standard for crystal
practitioner training (including my own training, back in 2007!).
It was all so fluffy and ‘new age’!
I knew from a my 14+ years of professional healing experience that nobody goes to see a
healing practitioner because they need their chakras aligned. They see a healing
practitioner because they need help overcoming anxiety, or emotionally processing a
divorce, or to release the trauma of miscarriage.
While there is definitely a deeply spiritual and energetic aspect to crystal healing, there is
also a very real and grounded aspect that nobody seemed to be teaching or talking
about (which goes far deeper than your 'average' crystal and chakra knowledge!).
Upon further research, I realized this was because most crystal healing books and
courses were written by people with no genuine crystal healing experience (cue my
move from humble healing practitioner to global crystal healing expert!).
There is a reason why over 20,000 students from all around the world have chosen to
study with Evolve. From the ground up, we are an organization dedicated to integrity,
truth, quality, and excellence. We don’t just talk the talk – we walk the walk with our
heads held high, as world leaders in the crystal healing industry.

So, Beautiful Soul...
I offer you a heartfelt welcome to our organization and to the world of crystals.
Whether you are a beginner at the start of your spiritual healing journey, or your goal is
to become a world-class master healing practitioner - we've got you covered!
Our range of crystal and energy healing courses will take you on a transformational
journey that aligns with you and your unique healing goals.
In this prospectus you will find information about our organization, our courses and our
amazing coaching team. I also encourage you to read our student's stories on our
testimonials page HERE.
As an organization dedicated to lightwork, we believe in energetic resonance. We want
you to fully resonate with our vibe before you enroll with us.
That’s why we offer you this honest, info-packed course guide, so you can make the best
decision moving forward. We hope you decide to journey further with us, but if not,
that’s fine too – we wish you heartfelt joy and abundance either way.
Welcome to Evolve!

Kate Mantello
FOUNDER | CEO
EVOLVE HEALING INSTITUTE
WWW.EVOLVEHEALING.NET
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ABOUT US

Evolve Healing Institute was established in late 2016 and is the world's most
respected online crystal therapy and energy healing training academy.
With world-class training courses in natural healing and spiritual development and
professional recognition in 39 countries, we are the global leaders when it comes to
delivering life-changing healing experiences.
Because our courses are written and developed by a Master Healing Practitioner
with over 14 years' experience, they are designed to take you on your own incredible
healing journey, while giving you the skills and knowledge to help transform the
lives of others.
At Evolve, our goal is not only to train the world's best crystal healers and energy
healing practitioners. Our goal is to create a global community of thousands of
spiritually awakened souls to help carry humanity into the new era.
Welcome to the spiritual revolution.
The world needs you, Light Worker!
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The Evolve Team
The Evolve Team is made up of a dedicated and passionate group of lightworkers and
professional healing practitioners who are all previous Evolve graduates.
Whether you are studying one of our beginner courses , intensive courses or practitioner
programs, our team is here to facilitate your learning journey with full presence and
support - every step of the way!
Meet our team by clicking the 'About' tab on our website.

Our Core Values
INTEGRITY
AUTHENTICITY
QUALITY
TRANSPARENCY
FAIRNESS
EQUALITY
SKILL MASTERY
RESPECTFUL COMMUNICATION
ACT FROM HIGHER-SELF
CONSCIOUS EVOLUTION
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RESOURCES
TO SUPPORT YOUR
LEARNING

journey

State-of the art online learning portal
Team of dedicated course coaches
Global online student support community
Monthly live video classes with Kate Mantello
Interactive lessons & workbooks
Online progress quizzes
Downloadable lessons & course books
Downloadable meditation recordings
Loads of video tutorials & lessons
Flexible 'lifestyle' learning philosophy
Further reading & research recommendations
Lifetime access to course content
Loads of printable healing diagrams
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OUR COURSES

BEGINNER
COURSES

INTENSIVE
COURSES

PRACTITIONER
COURSES

MASTER
PROGRAM

Our beginner courses are short
courses designed for those new to
crystal and energy healing. They offer a
great way to 'test the waters' and learn
some essential healing skills, without a
large upfront commitment - for
personal use & beginners

Our intensive courses are for those
with a good level of knowledge, who
want to become more specialized and
skilled in one main area of crystal or
energy healing, such as crystal elixirmaking or crystal gridding - for
personal advanced use or professional
development.

Our practitioner courses are for those
who want to become certified crystal
or energy healing practitioners. We
offer several professional certificate
courses which cover skill areas such as
crystal healing, spiritual psychology
and crystal bodywork. Beginners
welcome!

Our master practitioner program is an
expert healing pathway, open only to
graduates of our practitioner courses

BEGINNER COURSES
Our beginner courses are an interesting, fun and low-investment way of learning
foundational (but highly effective!) healing skills from a Master Healing Practitioner.
You'll love trying your hand at the suggested hands-on activities and exploring the
interactive online lessons included in your course workbook!

WHAT'S INCLUDED

Lifetime access to the downloadable course content
3 months online access time
Access to our global online student group
Access to live workshops with Kate Mantello
Loads of content & video lessons
E-Book 'Guide to 30 Popular Healing Crystals'
Digital certificate of completion (non-professional use)

BEGINNER

CHAKRA HEALING

WHO IS THIS COURSE FOR?

Beginners
Those who want to learn more about the chakras for personal use or
possible professional use

LEARNING OUTCOMES

Confidently understand the chakras and their body associations
(including physical & metaphysical)
use a wide range of vibrational healing methods to perform chakra
healing for personal use or to enhance an existing healing practice

LESSONS
1 | INTRODUCTION TO CHAKRA HEALING

What is chakra healing?
Introducing the 10 chakras
Understanding common terms used in chakra healing

2 | UNDERSTANDING THE 10 CHAKRAS

Understanding the 10 main chakras
How to sense chakra energy

3 | CHAKRA HEALING WITH CRYSTALS

What is crystal healing?
Chakras & their corresponding crystals
Full body chakra healing crystal layout
Correct body crystal placement

4 | CHAKRA HEALING WITH GUIDED
MEDITATION

5 | CHAKRA HEALING WITH ESSENTIAL OILS

What is guided meditation?
Guided chakra gateway meditation

Working with essential oils
Chakras & their corresponding oils
How to make crystal-infused chakra healing oil

6 | CHAKRA HEALING WITH COLOUR &
FOOD

PAYMENT OPTIONS

Using color therapy to heal the chakras
Using food to heal the chakras

Upfront payment AUD $39 (or foreign equivalent)
PayPal or Credit Card

ENROLLMENTS

ENROL NOW
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BEGINNER

CRYSTAL BODY LAYOUTS

WHO IS THIS COURSE FOR?

Beginners
Those who want to learn more about crystal bodywork for personal use
or possible professional use

LEARNING OUTCOMES

Foundational knowledge of the chakras and their body associations
(including physical & metaphysical)
Confidently perform a range of beginner level crystal body layouts on
yourself or a partner for a range of specific healing outcomes

LESSONS
1 | INTRODUCTION TO CRYSTAL BODYWORK

What is crystal bodywork?
Types of body layouts in this course
Preparing for crystal bodywork

2 | HEALING CRYSTALS & CRYSTAL CARE

Types of crystals used in bodywork
Cleansing crystals
Storing crystals

3 | WORKING WITH THE CHAKRAS

Introduction to the chakras
Understanding the chakras
Correct chakra crystal placement on the body

4 | CRYSTAL BODY LAYOUTS

Performing crystal body layouts
Chakra Balance layout
Cleanse layout
Headache layout
Psychic Ability layout
Anxiety layout
Happiness layout
Grounding & Support layout
Gut Health layout

PAYMENT OPTIONS

Upfront payment AUD $39 (or foreign equivalent)
PayPal or Credit Card

ENROLLMENTS

ENROL NOW
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BEGINNER

SACRED RITUALS

WHO IS THIS COURSE FOR?

Beginners
Those who want to develop their spirituality & learn more about the role
of sacred rituals in life & spiritual practice

LEARNING OUTCOMES

Confidently plan & perform a range of sacred rituals to develop
spirituality & honor different occasions in life

LESSONS
1 | INTRODUCTION TO SACRED RITUALS

What is a ritual?
Ritual tools & sacred items

2 | USING SYMBOLISM & METAPHORS IN RITUAL

Sacred shapes, geometry & sigils
Working with archetypes
Nature's elements

3 | WORKING WITH SUN & MOON ENERGY

Using solar & lunar energies in your rituals
Working with & understanding moon-phases

4 | INVOKING YOUR SPIRIT GUIDES

Choosing the right spirit guide to call on
Popular angels and animal guides and their meanings
Different methods for invoking your spirit guides

5 | PREPARING & PLANNING RITUALS

Preparing yourself & your space for sacred ritual work
Physical, emotional & spiritual safety
How to plan a ritual

6 | FIVE SACRED RITUALS

Step-by-step instructions for five different rituals:
Letting go
Release what does not serve
Heart healing
Attracting prosperity
Inner child

PAYMENT OPTIONS

Upfront payment AUD $39 (or foreign equivalent)
PayPal or Credit Card

ENROLLMENTS

ENROL NOW
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INTENSIVE COURSES
Our intensive courses offer a way for practitioners and those with good foundational
healing knowledge to develop advanced skills in one specialized area of crystal therapy
or energy healing.
You'll love diving deeply into each topic and refining your skills to an advanced-level for
personal or professional use!

WHAT'S INCLUDED
Lifetime access to the downloadable course content
4 months online access time
Access to our global online student group
Access to live workshops with Kate Mantello
Loads of content & video lessons
E-Book 'Guide to 80 Popular Healing Crystals'
Digital certificate of completion (non-professional use)

INTENSIVE

CRYSTAL ELIXIRS

WHO IS THIS COURSE FOR?

Those with some previous crystal knowledge
Those who want advanced knowledge and skill development in crystal
elixirs for personal or professional use

LEARNING OUTCOMES

Confidently create a range of different crystal elixir products (including
drinking elixirs, elixir oils & elixir spritzers) using direct & indirect
immersion methods
Work with & understand the energy of different moon phases

LESSONS
1 | INTRODUCTION TO CRYSTAL ELIXIRS

What is a crystal elixir?
How to use different types of crystal elixirs

2 | CRYSTAL ELIXIR TOOLS & METHODS

Elixir-making equipment
Safe & unsafe elixir making methods
How to make a crystal elixir: Step-by-step

3 | CHOOSING CRYSTALS FOR ELIXIRS

How to choose crystals for your elixir
Crystal combinations
Safe and unsafe crystals (including comprehensive crystal safety charts)

4 | MOON & SUN ENERGY IN ELIXIR MAKING

Using solar & lunar energies in your elixirs
Working with & understanding moon-phases

5 | CRYSTAL MIXOLOGY: 10 ELIXIR RECIPES

Crystal elixirs for the body: Pain relief | Sleep | Detoxification | Abundance
Anxiety relief | Healthy habits)
Crystal-infused elixir oils: Meditation oil | Self-love oil | Chakra alignment
oil
Crystal infused spritzer spray: Energy cleansing spritzer

PAYMENT OPTIONS

Upfront payment AUD $97 (or foreign equivalent)
Or get all 3 'Intensive' courses for AUD $247 (or foreign equivalent)
PayPal or Credit Card

ENROLLMENTS

ENROL NOW
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INTENSIVE

CRYSTAL GRIDS

WHO IS THIS COURSE FOR?

Those with some previous crystal knowledge
Those who want to advance their knowledge and skill in crystal gridding
for personal or professional use

LEARNING OUTCOMES

Confidently understand & work with symbols, sigils, crystals, moonphases and other sacred objects in crystal gridding for manifestation &
healing

LESSONS
1 | INTRODUCTION TO CRYSTAL GRIDS

Different types of crystal grids & their uses: Manifestation grids |
Cleansing grids | Body grids | Distance healing grids | Home grids

2 | CRYSTAL GRID TOOLS & EQUIPMENT

Crystal gridding tools & equipment - what you'll need

3 | CHOOSING CRYSTALS FOR GRIDS

How to choose crystals for your grids
Clear quartz keystones | Using crystal points to direct energy in grids
Crystal energy groups: cleansing, grounding, immune health, etc

4 | SACRED GEOMETRY & SIGILS

Different sacred geometric shapes & their meanings/use in grids
9 sacred geometry printable grid templates
How to create and work with sigils and personal symbols

5 | MOON & SUN ENERGY IN CRYSTAL GRIDDING

Using solar & lunar energies in your grids
Working with moon-phases to enhance the energy of your grids

6 | BASIC MANIFESTATION GRIDS

5 key secrets for successful manifestation work
Telling a story with crystals
Basic crystal grids for manifesting: Abundance | Soulmate | Protection |
Sleep & visionary dreams

7 | ADVANCED MANIFESTATION GRIDS

Advanced crystal grids for: Distance whole-body healing | Manifesting
anything in a timeframe | Healing childhood trauma

PAYMENT OPTIONS

Upfront payment AUD $97 (or foreign equivalent)
Or get all 3 'Intensive' courses for AUD $247 (or foreign equivalent)
PayPal or Credit Card

ENROLLMENTS

ENROL NOW
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INTENSIVE

OPERATE A SUCCESSFUL ONLINE CRYSTAL
HEALING BUSINESS

WHO IS THIS COURSE FOR?

Crystals healing practitioners who want to BOOM their business online
Crystal healing practitioners wanting to learn to adapt their skills & offer
online healing services

LEARNING OUTCOMES

Learn how to start, expand or grow a successful online crystal healing
business
Learn how to offer a wide range of online crystal healing services and
products

LESSONS
1 | INTRODUCTION TO ONLINE CRYSTAL HEALING

Why offer online crystal healing services?
Online crystal healing vs in-person crystal healing - which is more
effective?
Different types of online crystal healing services

2 | OPTIMIZING THE ONLINE EXPERIENCE

Tools & equipment (including technical & practical items)
Digital programs (for video conferencing, graphic design & hosting)
Website tips
Pre-session planning

3 | VIRTUAL CRYSTAL HEALING BY
SUGGESTION
4 | GUIDED SELF-HEALING

What is virtual healing by suggestion?
Step-by-step how to deliver a virtual crystal healing session
What is guided self-healing?
Step-by-step how to deliver a guided self-healing online session

5 | CUSTOM CRYSTAL PRESCRIPTIONS

What is a crystal prescription?
Step-by-step how to deliver a crystal prescription online session

6 | CRYSTAL PRODUCTS

Why you should offer crystal products online
On-selling vs handmade
Getting started selling online

7 | CRYSTAL CONSULTATION SERVICES

What is a crystal consultation service?
Consulting add-ons

PAYMENT OPTIONS

Upfront payment AUD $97 (or foreign equivalent)
Or get all 3 'Intensive' courses for AUD $247 (or foreign equivalent)
PayPal or Credit Card

ENROLLMENTS

ENROL NOW

PRACTITIONER COURSES
Our internationally certified courses are the absolute best training of their kind in the
world! Beginning with the basics and building up to an advanced-practitioner level, our
accredited healing practitioner courses are open to lightworkers of all abilities.
From start to finish, you'll love being guided through your own profound healing journey
as you release energetic trauma and learn how to do the same for others!
WHAT'S INCLUDED
Lifetime access to the downloadable course content
6-24 months online access time (depending on course)
Lifetime access to our global online student group
Lifetime access to live workshops with Kate Mantello
Loads of content & video lessons
E-Book 'Guide to 80 Popular Healing Crystals'
Internationally accredited practitioner's certificate
Unlimited email support from your personal course coach
Internationally accredited practitioner's certificate

PRACTITIONER ADVANCED CERTIFICATE

TRANSPERSONAL CRYSTAL HEALING®
PRACTITIONER (TCH)

WHO IS THIS COURSE FOR?

Those who want to become highly advanced, multi-modality crystal &
energy healing practitioners
Those who want to discover their full spiritual potential and life-purpose
while experiencing life-changing transformation & spiritual growth

LEARNING OUTCOMES

Discover your full alchemical potential and spiritual calling
Confidently guide clients through life-changing healing journeys using a
large number of energetic, spiritual & psychological healing techniques

LESSONS
1 | INTRODUCTION TO CRYSTAL HEALING

History of crystal healing
Modern day crystal healing
Selecting & attuning to crystals
Different types of crystals
Lab-grown crystals & crystal fakes

1B | INTRODUCTION TO TRANSPERSONAL CRYSTAL
HEALING®
2 | PHYSICS & METAPHYSICS OF CRYSTAL HEALING

What is Transpersonal Crystal Healing®?
How does Transpersonal Crystal Healing® work?
The law of vibration
Crystals & the digital revolution
Piezoelectricity & the science of crystals
Color therapy
Chakras
Qi (life energy)
Atlantean & Lemurian connection to crystals

2B | LET'S GET SPIRITUAL

Authenticity & the modern spiritual path
Spiritual living in the modern world
Connecting with your spirit guides

3 | CRYSTAL CARE

Everyday crystals in the home
Cleansing crystals
Programming quartz crystal
Storing & transporting crystals

4 | MASTER CRYSTALS & GROUNDING

Types of master crystals & their meanings
Working with master crystals
Importance of grounding in energy healing
Grounding stones & techniques

4B | THE HUMAN HEALING JOURNEY

The practitioner's role in the healing journey
The 4 stage healing journey
Facilitating the Transpersonal Crystal Healing® journey

5 | THE HUMAN CHAKRA SYSTEM

Understanding the nine chakras
Sensing chakra energy
How to correctly place chakra crystals on the body
Chakra meditation

5B | TRAUMA & THE 5 ENERGETIC BODIES

The nature of trauma
The 5 energetic bodies
How trauma manifests in the 5 energetic bodies
Processing energetic trauma

6 | CRYSTAL GRIDS

What is a crystal grid
Crystal cleansing grids & Crystal intention grids
Using crystal grids in professional practice

6B | TCH MANDALAS & LAW OF ATTRACTION

Working with Transpersonal Crystal Healing® mandalas
Law of attraction & Hermetic philosophy
Law of attraction in practice - how to transform your life
5 steps for successful manifestation

7 | CRYSTAL WANDS, PENDULUMS & POINTS

Pendulums in science & history
Healing properties of crystal pendulums
Crystal pendulum techniques & use in crystal healing
Different types of crystal wands & their uses
Crystal wand techniques & use in crystal healing
Different types of crystal points & their healing properties
Using crystal points on the body to direct energy

7B | GUIDED MEDITATION & STATES OF
CONSCIOUSNESS

Different states of consciousness & how they work
Archetypes & dream interpretation
States of consciousness in the healing room
Different types of guided meditations
Facilitating guided meditations & guided relaxations
'The Forest' & 'The Boat' guided meditations

8 | CRYSTAL HEALING TECHNIQUES

Aura reading with a pendulum or wand
Full body chakra healing, including cleansing & charging the chakras
Self-healing with crystals (including headache, period pain, stress, sexual
healing, chakra healing)

8B | TRANSPERSONAL PSYCHOLOGY &
COUNSELLING

Different types of transpersonal therapist roles
Foundations in transpersonal psychology
5 response types used in holistic counselling
The holistic counselling model
Integrating holistic counselling & energy healing
Support, referrals & emergencies
The client-practitioner relationship
Practitioner rituals

9 | CRYSTAL ELIXIRS & PROTECTION SHIELDS

Elixir making equipment
Elixir-making methods & crystal safety
Crystals for protection
Creating crystal protection shields around the body & home

9B | THE 'TORUS' PROTECTION SHIELD

The Torus in sacred geometry
How to create a Torus energy & protection shield

10 | PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE & BUSINESS
DEVELOPMENT

Creating a sacred healing space
Preparation, sanitization & personal safety
Practitioner energy-protection rituals
Ethics in crystal healing
Client documents, records & waivers
Business basics (including business names, legalities, insurance, etc)
Marketing your new healing business (including brand design,
copyright, website & social media tips, etc)
Start-up budgeting & financials

11 | 60 MINUTE CRYSTAL HEALING SESSIONS

Plan & perform 60 minute chakra crystal healing sessions
Plan & perform 60 minute custom body layout sessions. Includes crystal
body layouts for: Anxiety & Stress, Cleansing, Spiritual Awakening, Love &
Self-acceptance

11B | 90 MINUTE TCH SESSIONS

Plan & perform 90 minute TCH sessions. Includes crystal body layouts
for: Healing the Past, Fertility, Cancer, Depression.
Working with high-risk clients

12 | SPIRITUAL ENTREPRENEURISM & ONLINE
CRYSTAL HEALING SESSIONS

How to become a spiritual entrepreneur
Defining & optimizing your skillset
Delivering online healing sessions by proxy
Distance crystal healing grids

12B | MULTI-MODALITY HEALING & ONLINE
GROUP HEALING SERVICES

The multi-modality healing model
The art of alchemy: discovering your purpose & personal magic
Developing your unique healing style
Guided group meditations & workshop ideas

PAYMENT OPTIONS

Upfront payment AUD $1590 (or foreign equivalent)
Or 6 month payment plan of AUD $297 X 6 (or foreign equivalent)
PayPal or Credit Card (Payment plans can only be financed with a valid
credit card)

ENROLLMENTS

ENROL NOW

TITLE ON COMPLETION

'Transpersonal Crystal Healing® Practitioner' (TCHP)

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

Workshop facilitator (in-person or online)
Home based-healing business (in-person or online)
Healing practitioner at a healing center
etc

PRACTITIONER CERTIFICATE

CERTIFIED CRYSTAL HEALER (CCH)

WHO IS THIS COURSE FOR?

Those who want to become skilled crystal healing practitioners
Those who want to experiencing deep spiritual growth and healing

LEARNING OUTCOMES

Deep spiritual growth and healing
Confidently deliver 60 minute crystal healing sessions and a range of
skilled crystal healing services to a variety of clients

LESSONS
1 | INTRODUCTION TO CRYSTAL HEALING

History of crystal healing
Modern day crystal healing
Selecting & attuning to crystals
Different types of crystals
Lab-grown crystals & crystal fakes

2 | PHYSICS & METAPHYSICS OF CRYSTAL HEALING

The law of vibration
Crystals & the digital revolution
Piezoelectricity & the science of crystals
Color therapy
Chakras
Qi (life energy)
Atlantis & Lemuria

3 | CRYSTAL CARE

Everyday crystals in the home
Cleansing crystals
Programming quartz crystal
Storing & transporting crystals

4 | MASTER CRYSTALS & GROUNDING

Types of master crystals & their meanings
Working with master crystals
Importance of grounding in energy healing
Grounding stones & techniques

5 | THE HUMAN CHAKRA SYSTEM

Understanding the nine chakras
Sensing chakra energy
How to correctly place chakra crystals on the body
Chakra meditation
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6 | CRYSTAL GRIDS

What is a crystal grid
Crystal cleansing grids & Crystal intention grids
Using crystals grids in professional practice

7 | CRYSTAL WANDS, PENDULUMS & POINTS

Pendulums in science & history
Healing properties of crystal pendulums
Crystal pendulum techniques & use in crystal healing
Different types of crystal wands & their uses
Crystal wand techniques & use in crystal healing
Different types of crystal points & their healing properties
Using crystal points on the body to direct energy

8 | CRYSTAL HEALING TECHNIQUES

Aura reading with a pendulum or wand
Full body chakra healing, including cleansing & charging the chakras
Self-healing with crystals (including headache, period pain, stress, sexual
healing, chakra healing)

9 | CRYSTAL ELIXIRS & PROTECTION SHIELDS

Elixir making equipment
Elixir-making methods & crystal safety
Crystals for protection
Creating crystal protection shields around the body & home

10 | PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE & BUSINESS
DEVELOPMENT

Creating a sacred healing space
Preparation, sanitization & personal safety
Practitioner energy-protection rituals
Ethics in crystal healing
Client documents, records & waivers
Business basics (including business names, legalities, insurance, etc)
Marketing your new healing business (including brand design,
copyright, website & social media tips, etc)
Start-up budgeting & financials

11 | 60 MINUTE CRYSTAL HEALING SESSIONS

Plan & perform 60 minute chakra crystal healing sessions
Plan & perform 60 minute custom body layout sessions. Includes crystal
body layouts for: Anxiety & Stress, Cleansing, Spiritual Awakening, Love &
Self-acceptance

12 | SPIRITUAL ENTREPRENEURISM & ONLINE
CRYSTAL HEALING SESSIONS

How to become a spiritual entrepreneur
Defining & optimizing your skillset
Deliver online healing sessions by proxy
Distance crystal healing grids
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PAYMENT OPTIONS

Upfront payment AUD $690 (or foreign equivalent)
Or 6 month payment plan of AUD $139 X 6 (or foreign equivalent)
PayPal or Credit Card (Payment plans can only be financed with a valid
credit card)

ENROLLMENTS

ENROL NOW

TITLE ON COMPLETION

'Certified Crystal Healer' (CCH)
'Certified Crystal Healing Practitioner'

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

Workshop facilitator (in-person or online)
Home based-healing business (in-person or online)
Healing practitioner at a healing center
etc
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PRACTITIONER CERTIFICATE

CERTIFIED CRYSTAL BODYWORKER (CCB)

WHO IS THIS COURSE FOR?

Graduates of our Certified Crystal Healer or Transpersonal Crystal
Healing® Courses, who want to become specialized in crystal bodywork
Current crystal or energy healers who want to become specialized in
crystal bodywork or add crystal bodywork to their skillset

LEARNING OUTCOMES

Masterfully and expertly perform 30 custom crystal body layouts
(ranging from basic to advanced) for a wide range of healing outcomes

LESSONS
1 | INTRODUCTION TO CRYSTAL BODYWORK

Introduction to crystal bodywork & crystal body layouts
Different types of crystal body layouts
Crystals used in bodywork

2 | PREPARATIONS FOR CRYSTAL BODYWORK

Preparing your healing space
Safety preparations
Preparing your client for a crystal bodywork session

3 | CRYSTAL WAND TECHNIQUES

Working with the chakras & specific body areas
Setting the intention for the stones
Different crystals & their uses
Different wands and their uses
One wand techniques & two wand techniques

4 | 60 MINUTE CRYSTAL BODYWORK SESSIONS

·Grounding & correct chakra placement
·Working with different body shapes & bulky clothing

5 | BEGINNER CRYSTAL BODY LAYOUTS

Chakra cleanse & alignment
Confidence
Focus
Detoxification
Sleep
Anxiety & Stress
Headache
Body pain
Relaxation
Grounding & Stability
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6 | INTERMEDIATE CRYSTAL BODY LAYOUTS

Heal the past
Abundance
PMS & Period
Motivation
Communication
Positive mindset
Creativity
Courage
Hormonal imbalance
Psychic development

7 | INTERMEDIATE CRYSTAL BODY LAYOUTS

Anger
Emotional trauma
Letting go
Addiction
Shadow work
Immune health
Grief
Fibromyalgia
Diabetes
New beginnings & opportunities

PAYMENT OPTIONS

Upfront payment AUD $320 (or foreign equivalent)
Or 2 month payment plan of AUD $177 X 2 (or foreign equivalent)
PayPal or Credit Card (Payment plans can only be financed with a valid
credit card)

ENROLLMENTS

ENROL NOW

TITLE ON COMPLETION

'Certified Crystal Bodyworker' (CCB)

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

Enhance or add to your existing healing practice or qualifications
At-home crystal healing practice (in-person or online)
etc
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MASTER HEALING
PRACTITIONER program
Become a certified MASTER HEALING PRACTITIONER!
At Evolve, we offer a world-class program for those
who aspire to be the BEST they can be and are ready
to step up and experience their most powerful Self.
Graduates of our Transpersonal Crystal Healing®
course can earn their 'Master Practitioner' title by
completing the following courses in addition to their
TCH practitioner qualification:
Intensive Crystal Elixirs
Intensive Crystal Grids
Intensive Online Crystal Healing Business
Certified Crystal Bodyworker
Once all of these courses are completed, you will be
an expert in 4 key areas of crystal healing, PLUS you
will have demonstrated your true dedication to the
healing path, earning you the 'Master' title.
So, are you ready to realize YOUR full healing
potential?
FIND OUT MORE

FAQ

Do I need to complete the
CCH course before the TCH
course?

No. Everything that you learn in the CCH
course is included in the TCH course, so you
can jump straight to the TCH course! If you do
start with the CCH course, we have a special
upgrade course for our CCH graduates who
want to become TCH Practitioners later.

Do you offer RPL for students
who have completed training
elsewhere?

We offer a maximum of 20% RPL to students
who have completed reputable practitioner
training elsewhere. This is offered on a case-bycase basis and should be discussed with our
Student Support Manager before you enroll.

How do you assess and grade
your practitioner courses?

To graduate from one of our practitioner
courses students must complete a range of
hands-on assessment tasks which are graded
by their course coach. There is no 'fail' when it
comes to grading student assessments. Rather,
students are offered further guidance by our
coaching team and are given the opportunity
to resubmit their work, if needed.

Which course should I do?

The course that is best for you will depend on
your unique circumstances and healing and
career goals. If you are not sure and need some
guidance, then please contact us and we will
be happy to help you!

I don't have a credit card, can
I still take advantage of your
payment plans?

Credit card is the only way we can accept
payment plan enrollments. Unfortunately we
do not have the facilities to process payment
plan payments using debit card, bank transfer
or other payment methods. If you experience
difficulty completing your enrollment due to
card issues, please contact us for assistance.

FAQ

What happens if I enroll in a
course then change my
mind?

All enrollments in our beginner and intensive
courses are final. Digital items cannot be
returned to us, so once you purchase the
course, it is yours. We understand the
practitioner courses are a much larger
investment, so we offer a 7 day refund
guarantee for enrollments in our practitioner
courses, less a $50 admin fee or the value of the
lessons that have been accessed and
downloaded (whichever is higher).
We are very clear about what you can expect
from your learning journey, so you can be as
educated as possible before choosing to enroll
in one of our courses. We even offer a free
beginner course (HERE) so you can try us out
before you enroll!

How many hours per week of
study are there in the
practitioner courses?

Our practitioner courses offer flexible, stressfree completion times. A slow-paced
completion time would be 1-2 hours per week,
whereas a fast completion time would require
approximately 4-6 study hours per week. As
long as all the course work is completed by the
maximum course completion time, you can
tailor your study to suit your lifetyle.

What crystals do I need and
where can I source them?

As we specialize in hands-on study, you will
need some crystals and equipment to
complete the activities in the courses. You can
supply these yourself, or you can purchase the
recommended items from our online store
Crystal & Co. The introductory chapter of each
course contains suggested items for you to
complete the course activities.

Tell me more about your
accreditation

Please visit the 'Accreditation' page on our
website (HERE) for more information about our
accreditation and the countries that recognize
Evolve qualifications!

FAQ

How are your courses
delivered? How much text
and video is there?

Our courses are delivered via text and video.
The 'main' learning content comes from
downloadable PDF textbooks. This is supported
by lots of video tutorials and workbooks.
Approximately 60% of the course content is
text and 40% is video.

Your course prices are in
AUD. What is that in my
currency?

Although our courses are priced in Australian
Dollars, overseas students are only charged the
equivalent amount in their own currency. This
is done automatically by your bank at the time
of payment, so you don't have to do anything!
Please keep in mind that currency exchange
rates do fluctuate. Please click HERE for daily
live exchange rates.

Where is your institute
located?

Evolve is based in the Sunshine Coast, Australia.
As we are an online organization, we do not
have a physical building. Our coaches are
located all over Australia, and we hope to have
some international coaches joining our team
soon!

In the world of online scams,
how do I know you are
legitimate?

We completely understand that you need to
feel confident that you are signing up with a
reputable organization! That's why we
encourage you to search 'Evolve Healing
Institute' and 'Kate Mantello' online. You will
see that we have excellent reviews and have
been featured in magazines and many online
articles. Kate's Book, 'Rock On' is available
worldwide and Kate also has an established
YouTube channel. Evolve Healing Institute is an
approved and registered training provider with
the IICT.

I'm ready! How do I enroll?

Simply click on the 'enroll' button of any course
page on our website and select your preferred
payment option. You'll get instant access to
your course and can start straight away. Easy!

MY GOALS
This is your space to make a note of your goals relating to your
healing journey, spiritual growth, crystal healing skills & career...

notes

YOUR NEXT STEP

READY TO START YOUR JOURNEY?
Perhaps you already know your calling and you are ready to dive straight into one
of our life-changing practitioner courses (which is awesome!).
But if you are still feeling unsure, or want to start with something smaller, then
why not start with our introductory special:

EVOLVE BEGINNER BUNDLE **SPECIAL OFFER**
CHAKRA HEALING FOR BEGINNERS
CRYSTAL BODY LAYOUTS FOR BEGINNERS
SACRED RITUALS FOR BEGINNERS
All 3 courses for only A$19
Includes: Over 200 pages of content, downloadable meditations, 12 video tutorials, lifetime membership to our
online student group & exclusive access to live monthly healing workshops with Kate Mantello)
($297 VALUE)

SIGN UP NOW

CONNECT
To stay up-to-date with us and all things crystals, please connect with us on the
following handles (please note we are transitioning from our public 'Evolve'
Facebook page to consolidate under the growing 'Kate Mantello' brand).

/c/katemantello

@katemantello

@crystalandco.online

For email support, please contact us at: students@evolvehealing.net

COPYRIGHT NOTICE
All content contained within the Kate Mantello Pty Ltd group of websites (katemantello.com, evolvehealing.net, crystalandco.net),
courses, books and products is protected by international copyright law and is solely owned and controlled by Kate Mantello, of Evolve
Healing Institute.
As the recipient of this course material and/or as an Evolve Healing Institute student you may:
(a) view and download all course material (including PDFs, video and written material) from our student web platforms for the
purposes of your own professional and personal development;
(b) print the PDF course material supplied with your course lessons for the purposes of your own professional and personal education;
(e) use the supplied PDF information and online learning resources (including video) for the purposes of your own professional and
personal education
Under NO CIRCUMSTANCES may you:
(a) edit or otherwise modify any of our course material, student certificates or digital information available on our websites;
(b) republish, copy, plagiarise, or use any material from our websites, courses, or that you have received as a downloadable PDF from
us, except as outlined above. (This includes copying paragraphs from any of our content sources to use in your own website, healing
room handouts or professional material)
(c) share, sell, rent or sub-license material from our website or that you have received as a downloadable PDF or digital course lesson;
(d) exploit material from our website or our courses for a commercial purpose (such as for your own workshops or courses);
(e) redistribute material from our websites or courses without the written permission of Kate Mantello.
Enforcement of copyright:
We have independently developed and written all our courses and website material and stand behind the exceptional quality and
integrity of its content, therefore we take the protection of our copyright very seriously. If we discover that our copyright materials have
been used in a way that contradicts the terms set out in this notice, offenders will be immediately contacted and may incur legal
proceedings.
Trademark:
Transpersonal Crystal Healing® is a registered trademark of Kate Mantello. As such, Kate Mantello retains the exclusive and legal right
to use, license and sell this mark. Graduates of Evolve Healing Institute’s Transpersonal Crystal Healing® course are permitted
referential use of the trademark to describe their services or title only.
Acceptable use, example 1) I offer 60 minute Transpersonal Crystal Healing® sessions
Acceptable use, example 2) Jane Smith is a Transpersonal Crystal Healing® Practitioner
Under NO circumstances may a non-graduate of our Transpersonal Crystal Healing® course use this Trademark to describe their skills,
title, or service.
Under NO circumstances may this mark be used by anyone other than Kate Mantello and Evolve Healing Institute to describe a course,
training, workshop, presentation, document, book, or any other educational offering without the written permission of Kate Mantello
Permissions:
You may request permission to use Evolve Healing Institute copyright materials by contacting us via email:
students@evolvehealing.net. Any permissions granted MUST be in written form.
DISCLAIMER
The information provided in this course should not be used as a substitute for licensed medical or psychological treatment. Under no
circumstances should prescribed medical treatment (including prescription medications) be halted unless your licensed medical
professional has instructed you to do so. Crystal and energy healing are complementary therapies and do not replace proper medical
care. Students of our courses take full responsibility for their own actions and choices with regards to the information, practices and
treatments described herein.
Evolve Healing Institute practices under a strict code of ethics and encourages its students to do the same. Kate Mantello and Evolve
Healing Institute accept no liability or responsibility for students or graduates who fail to adhere to this code of ethics, including (but
not limited to); practicing within the limits of their qualifications and experience.
Thank you.

